French 102

Have you ever dreamed of studying abroad? In French 102 at UW--Madison you will learn the necessary steps to do so in French! In addition to this, you will be able to figure out how to get around in your host city, find a place to live, buy food at the market, discuss the latest films and music, and more!

Five Thematic Chapters

1. ÉTUDIER À L'ÉTRANGER
   Discussing items needed for study abroad, the necessary steps for study abroad, and the advantages of studying overseas

2. SE DÉPLACER MIEUX POUR MIEUX VISITER
   Discussing means of transportation, reporting vacation activities, expressing opinions about vacations

3. QUOI MANGER ET Ù RESTER ?
   Buying ingredients at the market, ordering food at a restaurant, describing lodging, giving compliments and complaining

4. CULTIVER SON LOOK, CULTIVER SA TÊTE
   Making decisions about what to wear, discussing fashion, film, and music

5. OÙ ET COMMENT SE LOGER ?
   Describing an apartment, a neighborhood, and furniture

In this continuation of French 101, you will continue to learn how to speak, listen, read, and write effectively in French. Building on vocabulary and grammar that you have encountered previously, you will expand your knowledge about the French-speaking world while studying about inequalities in vacation time, learning about why food is so important to French culture, debating the appropriateness or appropriation of African textiles in today's fashion, and much more!

For more information, contact French 102 course chair, Dr. Heather Allen (hwallen@wisc.edu), or FRIT undergraduate advisor, Mandi Schoville (maschoville@wisc.edu).